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How to select the right perfume?

Welcome to the world of fragrances!

Magic of lasting fragrance Personal opinion plays the most important role. Each
person has different tastes after all, different emotion. Due to skin type, method
of nutrition and life habits, each person has their own personal scent.
The use of samples of fragrance is ideal for the perfect selection of the right perfume.
Essential ingredients are released gradually for several hours, so it is possible to test
the individual aroma at rest, and choose the best one, created just for you.
It is clear that each situation requires a different type of scent, with varying
intensity. We choose to the school or to the work a lighter scent that does not
irritate the area; on the contrary, it is offered to choose heavier and disarming
perfume, to the evening events.

Dear friends,

Magic of lasting fragrance

There are some simple tricks to achieve maximum effect. Perfume works best where
the skin is mostly perfused with blood. It is, therefore, applied in small quantities to the
ears, wrist, elbow, but also to the ankles. It is good, first let absorb the scent through
the skin, and then get dressed. For more intense impression, it is possible to apply
perfume on freshly washed hair, where it holds very well. Conversely, for the lower
intensity, it is sufficient to enter into the fragrant cloud created using sprayed perfume
in front of you.
Very intense fragrance that is felt immediately
after application; this sensation lasts a few
seconds, but in some perfumes may be even
15 minutes.

Fragrance that can be felt immediately
after the unwinding of the head, the
intensity is about 2-3 hours.

HEAD

HEART

We would like to introduce you our catalogue, which includes a
complete range of perfume products ESSENS.
ESSENS perfumes are made with a strong emphasis on quality.
The supplier is certified GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) and ISO
9001-2008 certificates. Perfumes contain 20% aromatic essences,
which ensure that they are among the elite of the perfumes. Let us
mention at least a simplified manufacturing process. The best aromatic
essences are first mixed with a special perfume alcohol; the mixture is
super-cooled to a temperature of -7 °C and perfectly filtered; filters of
fineness of 10 microns are used for filtration. Perfume then further ripens
at least eight weeks in stainless steel tanks, so that all components are
perfectly able to join together. This sufficiently long maturation period
allows creating a harmonious whole with intense and dazzling fragrance.
The ripe perfume is then filled into flacons, cleaned by air stream created
by Italian masters at the renowned glass workshop, and then packed
in gift packing. All production steps are subject to the strictest quality
control, and only faultless materials are used for production. Individual
fragrances are manufactured according to secret recipes, which are
protected by patents.
We believe that you really love our products of perfume series.

BASE

In this phase, the fragrances are released slowly; the
duration is extended for a few hours, sometimes
even tens of hours.

We must not forget that the resulting smell is our reputation; it affects our behaviour,
and our surroundings, and has also been implicated in establishing new relationships.

Ivana Kovářová Štěpánová
ESSENS management

Women’s perfumes

W 107 |

Do you have an eye for fashion and
style? Then this fragrance is made
just for you.
Top note: peony, freesia, litchi
Middle note: rose, magnolia,
lily of the valley
Base note: ambergris, cedar wood

AROMATIC ESSENCE SHARE 20 %

W 108 |

Mix a cocktail full of love and delight.

W 101 |

A fragrance accentuating sensitivity
and women’s natural beauty. You
will be enchanted with the elegance
inspired by summer freshness.

Top note: mimosa bush, iris, violet, freesia,
jasmine, lily of the valley, bergamot, rose
Middle note: coriander, tuberose, iris,
chamomile, galbanum, jasmine, Brazilian
pink wood, orange blossom
Base note: ambergris, musk, cedar tree
and sandal wood, vanilla

W 102 |

A passionate fragrance full of
emotions you will fall in love with.

Top note: green lilac, Sicilian lemon leaves
Middle note: peach blossom, wisteria,
red peony, green tea, Chinese osmanthus
Base note: ambergris, musk, cedar wood

W 103 |

Romantic, sweet, tender and strong
at the same time. This is a fragrance
of femininity.
Top note: pineapple, lilac, peach, apricot
blossom, lily of the valley, bergamot, rose
Middle note: iris, heliotrope, jasmine
Base note: apricot, sandal wood,
ambergris, musk, vanilla, peach

W 104 |

An irresistible fragrance of the joy
of life, covering you with freshness.

Top note: green apple, cedar, campanula,
Sicilian lemon
Middle note: white rose, bamboo, jasmine
Base note: cedar wood, musk, ambergris

W 105 |

A pleasant, sophisticated and
slightly provocative fragrance,
combining fl ower tones with fruits.

Top note: magnolia, cucumber, grapefruit
Middle note: tuberose, violet, apple,
lily of the valley, rose
Base note: forest tones, musk,
white ambergris

W 106 |

A rebellious fragrance for the strong
and open-minded woman.
Top note: Amalfi lemon, mint
Middle note: jasmine, pink pepper, peony
Base note: French labdanum, cedar wood,
sugar
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Top note: blackcurrant, orange, tangerine,
Chinese cinnamon, grapefruit, bergamot
Middle note: apricot, jasmine,
lily-of-the-valley, lily, rose
Base note: cedar wood, Tonka beam,
musk, vanilla, amber
W 109 |

A juicy and luscious fragrance of
flowers and fruits.

Top note: melon, peach, apple
Middle note: mimosa bush, tuberose, lily,
freesia, jasmine, lily of the valley
Base note: sandal wood, musk, oak moss,
ylang ylang

W 110 |

A magnifi cent fl ower fragrance,
impressing you with its freshness
and delicacy.

Top note: violet leaves, pink grapefruit,
wild strawberries
Middle note: gardenia, violet, jasmine
Base note: musk, white wood, vanilla

W 111 |

A precious treasure hiding a fine
sensuality and crystal purity.

Top note: pomegranate, yuzu
Middle note: peony, magnolia, lotus flower
Base note: ambergris, musk

W 112 |

A thrilling and original fragrance
which will win your heart.
Top note: African freesia petals, peach,
gardenia
Middle note: coriander, rose, jasmine
Base note: vanilla, patchouli, vetiver
flower

oriental

fruit

woody

W 113 |

A crystalline freshness fragrance.
Top note: bamboo, nashi pear
Middle note: lotus fl ower
Base note: woody tones

W 114 |

A luscious and electrifying fragrance
for strong-minded women who know
what they want.

Top note: freesia, lily, rose
Middle note: lily of the valley, gardenia,
palm wood, daff odil
Base note: blackcurrant, musk, oak muss

W 115 |

A charming angel’s fragrance, the
sweet tones of which will take you
back to childhood.

Top note: melon, coconut, orange,
cinnamon,
jasmine, bergamot, cotton candy
Middle note: honey, apricot, blackberry,
plum, orchid, peach, jasmine, red fruits, rose
Base note: Tonka beam, ambergris,
patchouli, musk, vanilla, caramel, dark
chocolate

W 116 |

A cheerful fragrance, the aromatic
scents of which celebrate spontaneity.

Top note: Jamaica pepper, freesia, apple
Middle note: violet, hibiscus, jasmine,
heliotrope, rose
Base note: labdanum, sandalwood,
frankincense, cedar wood, moss

W 117 |

A fresh oriental fragrance inspired
by modern woman.

Top note: orange, orange blossom,
tangerine, bergamot
Middle note: mimosa, jasmine, Turkish
rose, ylang ylang
Base note: Tonka beam, patchouli, sweet
myrrh, vanilla, vetiver, white musk

cypress

water

fougère

green
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W 118 |

A distinctively female fragrance,
combining simplicity and elegance.
Top note: tangerine, rose, African orchid
Middle note: blackberry, plum, violet
Base note: musk, amaranth wood, ivy

W 119 |

An explosion of femininity!

Top note: blackcurrant, peach
Middle note: plum, jasmine, peony,
lily of the valley
Base note: sandal wood, musk, vanilla

W 120 |

A light, fresh and pleasant fragrance,
revealing the secrets of paradise.
Top note: pineapple, passionfl ower,
bergamot
Middle note: freesia, peach, pink peony
Base note: ambergris, musk, cedar wood

W 121 |

Pleasingly catching scent of fresh fruit,
flowers and seductive woody tones.

Top note: cassis, bergamot, lemon
Middle note: jasmine, lily-of-the-valley, rose
Base note: sandalwood, amber, cedarwood

W 122 |

Subtle scent created for romantic
women who believe in true love.

Top note: ginger, camomile, citrus fruit,
yellow freesia, rose
Middle note: lily, carnation, white violet,
lotus flower
Base note: exotic wood, patchouli, oak
moss, white musk

W 123 |

Scent of extraordinary freshness
and feminine sensitivity.

Top note: oak moss, peach, cyclamen,
watermelon, cassis, green apple
Middle note: jasmine, iris root, lily,
water hyacinth
Base note: sandalwood, cedar, amber,
vanilla, orchid, resin
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W 124 |

Wave of extreme freshness full of
energy and vitality, which surprises
its wearer by unusual variability.

Top note: pineapple, iris, patchouli, pink
pepper, hyacinth
Middle note: jasmine, citrus fruit
Base note: musk, patchouli, white musk,
vetivert

W 125 |

Intensely captivating… Such is the
oriental scent full of exotic fruit and
seductive flowers.
Top note: pomegranate
Middle note: lotus flower, orchid
Base note: violet, amber, musk,
mahogany wood

W 126 |

Celebration of freshness inspired by
the power of natural elements, which
inspire playfulness.
Top note: bergamot, tangerine, figs
Middle note: lily, jasmine, cardamom
Base note: sandalwood and cedarwood,
olive tree, musk

W 127 |

Sensual scent with fiery character
intended for dominant women who
know how to seduce without words.

Top note: neroli, lemon, raspberry
Middle note: orange blossom, jasmine,
gardenia
Base note: patchouli, white honey

W 128 |

Incredibly interesting mystic scent
with magic effects of “Queen of the
Night” cactus.

Top note: albizia blossom, tangerine leaf
Middle note: orange blossom, cactus
blossom, Queen of the Night, jasmine, rose
Base note: sandalwood, Tonka bean, vanilla
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green
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W 129 |

When the clock struck midnight, life
is just beginning… Only a scent in the
air remains after the passing beauty.

W134 |

W 130 |

Head: Italian orange
Heart: orange blossom, jasmine
Base: honey, vanilla

Top note: tangerine, bergamot
Middle note: rose
Base note: patchouli, amber, vanilla

Floral scent for ambitious women
who do not forget their natural
charm. A scent as fresh and
seductive as its wearer.

Top note: cassis, citrus fruit, wild
strawberry, red apple
Middle note: freesia, sweet pea,
jasmine, rose
Base note: sandalwood, amber, musk,
raspberries

W 131 |

Attractive scent is perfect for a
sophisticated and elegant lady
who feels best in the role of a real
“Femme Fatale”. Its fragrant tones
gradually reveal and you become
sexier.

W 135 |

This unique blend of fruits, flowers
and exotic woody notes will
convince you of the existence of
paradise!
Head: iris, rose
Heart: nectarine, peach, hyacinth
Base: fruit, sandalwood, white musk

A fresh, spicy fragrance with floral
aromas. It personifies the charm
and the playful elegance of selfconfident woman.
Head: citruses, vodka and violet
Heart: narcissus, lotus, orchid
Base: birch, wood notes

W 132 |

Charming and irresistible. This is
a woman who seduces men from
the first moment. Sensual notes of
this fragrance are in the harmony
between passion and tenderness.

Head: orange blossom, mandarin, orange
Heart: white camellias, lilies, roses
Base: sandalwood, musk

W133 |

The aroma is pure like a mountain
spring in which to infuse the tones of
delicious blossoms, fresh waterfall
and spring forest.
Head: cyclamen, rosewater, melon,
freesia, lotus, rose
Heart: seaweed, lavender, cotton flower
Base: patchouli, woody notes, cedar
Virginia, Ambra
flower
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W 136 |

Let yourself be carried away
on a wave of freshness that will
encourage you and recharges
energy...

Head: rhubarb, mint, orange peel,
bergamot, lemon
Heart: green tea, carnation, jasmine
Base: oak moss, cumin, ambergris, musk

W 137 |

It is sensually warm, oriental-floral
composition, which combines fresh
notes of fruits and flowers with
a bold but pleasant spicy pepper
flavour.
Its bearer is charming, bold and chic.
Head: tangerine, orange, pink pepper
Heart: geranium, peach and lilac
Base: patchouli, ambergris

W 138 |

Immerse yourself in the fascinating
baths from the most aromatic
flowers and be enchanted with
blissful feelings of happiness and
harmony.
Head: bergamot, tea
Heart: jasmine, African orange flower,
freesia, rose, orchid
Base: musk, patchouli

Men’s perfumes
AROMATIC ESSENCE SHARE 20 %

W 139 |

The heady scent of beneficial caviar
and sweet fruit that makes you feel
solidarity with all the beauty of the
world.
Head: fig leaves
Heart: fig, caviar
Base: fig tree

W 140 |

Surprising and explosive ...
fragrance is perfect for a lover of the
special Orient.

Head: tangerine, orange, clove, cardamom
Heart: cumin, mango, heliotrope, ylang
ylang, gardenia
Base: ambergris, patchouli, vanilla

M 001 |

M 005 |

Top note: lavender, tangerine, hawthorn,
geranium blossom, bergamot,
chamomile, lemon
Middle note: nutmeg, honeysuckle,
cloves, sandalwood, violet leaves, jasmine,
cedar wood
Base note: leather, Tonka beam, amber,
patchouli, musk, vetiver

Top note: citron, tangerine
Middle note: cedar wood, coriander, violet
Base note: French labdanum, ambergris,
resin, benzoin, leather

A fragrance full of contrasts,
fostering a perfect harmony.

M 002 |

A dynamic fragrance for men living
their lives at full stretch.
Top note: grapefruit, anise
Middle note: lavender, raspberry
Base note: wooden tones, heliotrope

M 003 |

A fresh light fragrance, the aromatic
tones of which represent freedom
and independence.
Top note: orange, lime, tangerine,
jasmine, bergamot, citron
Middle note: cyclamen, nutmeg,
mignonette, coriander, violet, freesia, sea
tones, peach, hyacinth, rose
Base note: ambergris, patchouli, oak
moss, cedar, white musk

M 004 |

A sophisticated and modern
fragrance.

Perfume 50 ml | 18,20 €
Perfume 15 ml | 9,80 €
flower
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A brave fragrance for the man who
knows what he wants.

M 006 |

An elegant woody fragrance,
revealing a new view on the classic.

Top note: grapefruit, bergamot, citron,
elemi resin
Middle note: vetiver, cedar wood, ginger
Base note: sandalwood, rosemary, lavender

M 007 |

A distinctive fragrance for the strong,
successful and ambitious man.
Top note: plum, oak moss, apple, citrus
fruits, ergamot, lemon
Middle note: geranium, cloves, cinnamon
Base note: sandalwood, olive tree, vanilla,
vetiver, cedar wood

M 008 |

An irresistible fragrance, expressing
a triumphal return to spectacular
masculinity.
Top note: red orange, grapefruit
Middle note: mint, rose, cinnamon
Base note: patchouli, ambergris, skin,
wooden tones

Top note: peach leaves, cedar wood,
bergamot
Middle note: basil, mint, frazil chord
Base note: patchouli, musk, cedar wood
flower

oriental
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M 009 |

M 012 |

Top note: artemisia, basil
Middle note: pepper, patchouli
Base note: resin, benzoin

Top note: sagebrush, lavender, mint,
bergamot, cardamom
Middle note: cumin, orange blossom,
cinnamon
Base note: sandalwood, Tonka bean,
amber, vanilla, cedarwood

Be ready for a fragrance full of
passion. Wild, fresh and at the same
time sensitively spicy.

M 010 |

An exceptional fragrance hiding a
secret.
Top note: cardamom
Middle note: bergamot, cedar wood,
lavender
Base note: vetiver, coumarin

Irresistibly intense and tender at the
same time? Such is the scent full of
contrasts.

M 013 |

Fascinating scent with tones inspired
by the sharp mountain air and
purity of waterfalls.

Top note: bergamot, tangerine
M 011 |
Middle note: green tea, cassis
Elegant scent characterising a modern, Base note: galbanum, musk, sandalwood,
sensual and nonchalant man who
bitter orange

refuses to copy the styles of other
people and remains true to himself.

Top note: bergamot, cypress, violet
Middle note: tobacco, jasmine
Base note: patchouli, frankincense, amber,
elemi resin

M 014 |

Fresh trendy scent with a hint of
water for the self-conscious man who
loves freedom and fashion trends.

Top note: bergamot, rosewood,
cardamom, lemon
Middle note: tarragon, sage, cedarwood,
mixed spice
Base note: amber, saffron, musk,
woody tones

M 015 |

Scent of power and independence.

Top note: lemon, orange, grapefruit, pink
pepper, menthol, nutmeg
Middle note: cedarwood, bitter tones,
vetivert, ginger, jasmine
Base note: patchouli, frankincense,
sandalwood, labdanum

M 016 |

Sensual tones of fresh Mediterranean
air, which are the ideal base of
charming and fresh elegance. Very
light, citrus fragrance for a man,
which is not, bound by anyone or
anything, and who wants to just
refresh and not to bind to himself too
much attention.

Head: Sicilian mandarin, juniper, grapefruit
Heart: rosemary, Brazilian rosewood, spices
Base: musk, oak moss, incense

M 017 |

It is a fresh scent of citrus, greens
and a little spice, calling for the joy
of life. External appearance is not
essential to its wearer and he just
wants to feel comfortable and do
what he likes.

M 019 |

Composition of fresh and vibrant
tones that will indeed cool you and
you will feel refreshed and relaxed.
Head: rosemary, pineapple, neroli,
bergamot, lemon
Heart: cyclamen, jasmine, coriander,
oak moss
Base: sandalwood, cardamom, beans,
Tonka, musk, cedar

M 020 |

Truly luxurious, hypnotizing
fragrance is for sophisticated
people. It represents strength,
power, vision and success.

Head: bergamot, blackcurrant, red apple,
pineapple
Heart: jasmine, birch, patchouli, rose
Base: musk, oak moss, Ambra, vanilla

Head: bergamot, tangerine
Heart: black spices, rose
Base: sandalwood, patchouli

Perfume 50 ml | 18,20 €
Perfume 15 ml | 9,80 €*

M 018 |

Sparkling, captivating fragrance is
charged with emotion and it is ideal
for a self-confident man with a clear
mind, who relies on his intuition, and
therefore he is at all times “on top of
things”.
Head: orange blossom, mandarin
Heart: sea grass, lavender, cotton flower
Base: patchouli, woody notes, cedar
Virginia, Ambra

* fragrance M001, M002, M003, M007 and M008
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Shower
gel

Body
balm
A shower gel with your
favourite scent together with
a hydration complex and
cannabis oil. Eff ectively rinses
the skin and treats it thanks to
the qualities of the body
lotion. e hydration complex
and its pH 5.5, which is
that of healthy skin, makes
your skin glossy, smooth and
protected against dehydration.
Cannabis oil, used for the
treatment of herpes, fl ash
burns and blisters, supports
skin regeneration and
positively infl uences the
body’s motor system.
Shower gels are available in
the following women’s
fragrances: w101 - w140
Shower gels are available in
the following men’s
fragrances: m001 - m020

Content: 200 ml
Shower gel | 4,20 €

This body balm has your
favourite scent and contains
apricot oil, hydration
components and vitamin E.
For everyday care of all types
of skin after bathing, rinsing or
depilation. The balm is easily
absorbed, leaving the skin silky
smooth and lithe. The balm
contains apricot oil with its
plasticizing, cleaning, nourishing
and regenerative effects, and
vitamin E which has an antiinflammatory effect, facilitating
skin protection against damage
by the free radicals. Shea butter
supports skin protection against
UV radiation, facilitates skin
flexibility maintenance, soothes
and helps it regenerate.
Body balms are available in the
following women‘s fragrances:
w101 - w140

Content: 200 ml
Body balm | 6,30 €

Types of fragrances
Perfumes are divided according to the fragrances into several basic groups, which may be
combined with each other.

Floral scents

Floral scents can be fresh, as well as sweet. The main components
consist of flowers - jasmine, rose, lily of the valley, ylang-ylang, tuberose,
iris, violet and others. It is usually a women‘s fragrance, but we find in
this category also men‘s fragrances. In combination with other types of
scents, we get subgroups such as floral-oriental, floral-fruity and more.

ESSENS

w101, w102, w103, w104, w105, w106, w107, w108, w109, w110, w111,
w113, w114, w116, w117, w118, w118, w119, w120, w122, w123, w124,
w125, w126, w127, w128, w130, w131, w131, w132, w133, w134, w135,
w137, w138, m001

Oriental scents

It is usually a heavier and sensual fragrance, which is dominated by
components such as ambergris, vanilla, incense, sandalwood and spices.
This type of scent occurs between men‘s and women‘s fragrances.

ESSENS

w103, w105, w107, w110, w114, w115, w116, w119, w125, w128, w129,
w131, w134, w137, w139, w140, m001, m005, m007, m008, m009, m010,
m012, m018

Fruit scents

Fruity component is very pronounced in these fragrances. It contains
mostly the ingredients of peaches, apples, apricots, blackcurrant,
and more. They most often occur in combination with floral aromas.

ESSENS

w104, w108, w109, w111, w112, w118, w120, w121, w122, w123, w127,
w130, w132, w135, w136, w139, m016, m020

Charcoal scents

Woody scents occur between women‘s and men‘s fragrances and are
usually combined with oriental ingredients, spices, citruses and flowers.
The most common ingredients are sandalwood, cedar and rosewood.

ESSENS

w105, w110, w114, w116, w126, w129, m001, m004, m005, m006, m007,
m008, m010, m011, m014, m015, m017

Chypre (cypress)
scents

It is a dry, woody, elegant fragrance. We rank the oak moss,
bergamot and patchouli among the basic components. Common
combinations are Chypre tones with floral or green.

ESSENS

w112, w117, w124, m011, m020

Water scents

It is a typically fresh fragrance, containing components of watermelon or
water flowers. They are often combined with floral and fruity ingredients.

ESSENS

w113, w133, m003, m014, m018

Fougère scents

It is a classic group of men‘s fresh fragrance, including bracken,
coumarin and often lavender.

ESSENS

m002, m012

Green scents

Green scents include elements such as wood-moss, pine needles,
fresh leaves, lily of the valley and more. They most often occur in
combination with floral elements.

ESSENS

w102, w135, m013

Citrus scents

Juicy and fresh citrus fragrance with a strong component of orange,
bergamot, lemon. It is a women‘s and men‘s fragrances, but also
unisex fragrances, therefore, appropriate for both sexes. Citrus tones
are combined for example with woody, spicy or floral components.

ESSENS

w104, w108, w125, w136, m003, m006, m013, m014, m016, m019

We would like to introduce you new
ESSENS product
ESSESN Aloe Vera
Food Supplements
• Aloe Vera gel drink 500 ml - Grape
• Aloe Vera gel drink 500 ml - Vitamin C
• Aloe Vera concentrate with herbal extracts 100 ml
• Aloe Vera Boswellia + 60 capsules
• Aloe Vera + Q10 60 capsules
Cosmetics
• Shampoo for all hair types 200 ml
• Conditioner for all hair types 200 ml
• Shampoo for colored and dry hair 200 ml
• Conditioner for colored and dry hair 200 ml
• Shaving foam 200 ml
• After Shave Balm 100 ml
• Toothpaste 100 ml
• Soft Spray 100 ml

ESSESN Colostrum
Food Supplements
• Colostrum 60 capsules
• Colostrum Probiotics 6 pcs
• Yogurt maker
Cosmetics
• Day Cream 50 ml
• Night Cream 50 ml
• Serum 30 ml
• Eye Gel 30 ml
• Face Tonic 150 ml
• Facial Soap 150 ml
• Shower Gel 200 ml with colostrum
• Anti-Cellulite Cream with colostrum 200 ml
• Nourishing Body Cream with colostrum 200 ml

ESSESN Home Pharmacy
Food Supplements
• Slim`SS 60 tablets
• Slim`SS vit 30 tablets
• Flow`EN 30 tablets
• Head`ES 30 capsules

Contact your local distributor:

ESSENS WORLD a.s.
Příkop 843/4, 602 00 Brno
Czech Republic

